
PART I

Getting Started:
Writing the First Drafts

“Can Engineers Write?” Joan Knapp asks in the title of this section’s opening article. The answer is, of course—provided engi-
neers are given the training and practice anyone needs to do a complex task well. Thus the articles in this section will show you
some of the best ways to start writing a technical document and some practical ways to proceed once you have started. 

Preparing to write your report 

In response to her own question, Knapp takes you through ten stages of writing an engineering report. She describes five kinds of
people most likely to read your reports and shows how your writing must to a great extent be determined by who you are writing
for. Her emphasis is on research reports, operation manuals, proposals, and feasibility studies, but what she says applies to many
other kinds of technical writing as well. 

The art of prewriting 

While Knapp takes an overall view of the challenges faced in writing an engineering report, Ronal Nelson specifically focuses on
preparing to write a document, an activity often known as “prewriting.” He also expands on some of Knapp’s most important
points, breaking his topic down into five practical categories. Nelson’s two-page worksheet will enable you to methodically ap-
proach several different aspects of preparing to write a report. 

Gathering your thoughts 

In their article on issue trees, Joann Dennett and Michael Hseih show how your report content can be efficiently organized before
you begin writing by borrowing the idea of decision trees from some other scientific fields. This concept, when used by the engi-
neering writer, becomes an “issue tree,” a device that helps in the process of producing a well-organized and effective report.
Rather than the linear approach to prewriting, writing, and revision, the issue tree calls for initially brainstorming your subject on
paper, showing subtopics, logical relationships, analyses, important and less vital information, and possible conclusions. This ap-
proach will not only help you overcome writer’s block but will also enable you to stay focused on your topic and have all your
data lined up before writing your report. 

Who is your reader? 

In the fourth article Ruth Savakinas gives pointers on finding out who your audience really is. The pay-off for careful audience
analysis prior to writing is a reduction in the need to rewrite. This article’s title is a reflection on how we tend to rush into written
work too quickly, without allowing time for thoughtful “pre-writing,” and hence fall into the trap of writing first and afterwards
doing a lot of re-aiming and re-writing. 

Where should you start? 

The Piersons take a look at the life of a report as it usually evolves, and advise you not to simply start at the beginning and work
through to the end. The authors show the practical wisdom of writing a report “from the inside out,” completing the body of the
report first and then concentrating on the beginning and ending parts, including not only your introduction and conclusion but
also the title and abstract.
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Clarity counts 

We all agree (I hope) that writing must be clear and that busy readers should easily understand our documents. As Ronald Dulek
points out, we are aware of the need for clarity, but defining it and making sure our documents are clear is often a challenge.
Dulek examines the numerous elements of clarity and concentrates on three of the most important ones: writing unambiguously,
making information accessible to a variety of readers, and using language appropriate to the corporate situation. This article pro-
vides an insightful synopsis of what everyone needs to remember about writing clearly and is also a fresh look at some elements
of clarity that are rarely considered. 

Is my grammar correct? 

Alan Manning raises the question of what constitutes correct grammar—a concern that has been the source of debate ever since
the first grammarians set their opinions down on paper. With recent tendencies towards descriptive rather than prescriptive gram-
mar, the “rules” have become even fuzzier. Nevertheless, violations of long-entrenched usage standards can jolt a lot of readers
and cause them to have unflattering opinions of the writer. Manning takes a 1990 study of questionable usage and compares it a
similar study made in 2001. He then develops an interesting “botheration scale,” showing how certain errors cause more reader
botheration than others. Turning this around, you will come to see that not all grammar and usage errors are equal, and that some
can be taken more lightly than others. 

Industrial and academic writing 

Whether we like it or not, much technical writing is taught in English departments by instructors with little knowledge of indus-
try. This, as Don Bush shows, creates two cultures—academic writing and industrial writing. Both cultures have the same goal: to
improve communication. However, they often approach this goal in different ways, and Bush makes some intriguing comparisons
and contrasts on a number of levels. This article will be useful to any technical writers who received their initial training as writ-
ers in a liberal arts department, and who will surely find themselves agreeing with Bush that more “cross-fertilization” is needed
between the two cultures.
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